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The GEOL 112 fossil
field trip to Hornby Island (details in newsletter)
The GEOL 201 field
project in the Nanaimio
River Estuary
The GEOL 202 field
project on the Abyss
Fracture and poster
presentation at the VIU
research day
The well attended end
of year pizza (or pizzaless) social

For us in the department it is
time to figure out plans for
2009-2010 including things
like course offerings (outlined
below), content for courses
and getting the lab in shape.
There is also good progress
being made on the thin section machine that should be
up and running in the fall.
(Making and examining your
own thin sections will open
up a whole new world of opportunity and understanding
of our rock samples) There
is a rumour that fossil hut
construction could start in
early summer with a joint ef-

fort by the VIU Carpentry
and Welding. We will
see…….
Geology courses planned
for Fall 2009 include:
- GEOL 111 & GEOL
111A – Discovering Planet
Earth
- GEOL 200 – Mineralogy
and Petrology
- GEOL 300 – Igneous and
Metamorphic Petrology.
- GEOL 412 – Climate
Change: Past, Present and
Future
- GEOL 470 – Earth Science Issues in British Columbia (Earthquakes
&Tsunamis of Cascadia
Subduction Zone)
Geology courses for
Spring 2009 include:
- GEOL 112 & GEOL
112A – Understanding
Earth’s History
- GEOL 201 – Sedimentology and Stratigraphy
- GEOL 202 – Earth Structures
- GEOL 312—
Environmental Geology
- GEOL 301 – Cave &
Karst Landscapes and
Systems (Online)
- SCIE 303 – Energy and
the Environment (Online)

Four students will be
graduating with the Minor
in Earth Science in June,
2009 – Natalie Cielanga,
Bob Page, Rachel Harris
and Tara Lenz. Congratulations to you all!
Two student Coop summer positions are available in the department
starting May 1009 – one
as a lab assistant and
one as a research assistant. Contact
owen.peer@viu.ca or
tim.stokes@viu.ca, respectively.
Any students interested
in participating in field
research projects on
cave and karst landscapes during the summer of 2009, possibly as
GEOL 490 direct studies,
contact Tim Stokes
tim.stokes@viu.ca
The Earth Science Club
is planning a field trip to
Yellowstone in May
2009. If interested contact Natalie Cielanga cielangan@shaw.ca
Have a great
summer……...!
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PLAYING IN MUD— GEOL 201 PROJECT IN THE NANAIMO RIVER
ESTUARY BY STEVE EARLE.

In March and April students in GEOL201 (Stratigraphy and Sedimentology)
got involved in a project to investigate
the origin of the black muck in front of
the Snuneymeuxw First Nations reserve adjacent to the delta of the
Nanaimo River. The question we had
been asked to investigate was
whether or not the storage of log
booms in the estuary over the past 50
years has had an impact on the sediments in front of the reserve, which –
according to some SFN elders – used
to be dominated by white sand, not
black muck.
We started by taking a tour of the
delta, kindly assisted by Lisa Munro

while trying to dig through the fine
muck. We collected samples at various depths in 5 locations and then
headed back to the lab to do the sample analysis. This included sieving to
determine the grain-size distributions,
observations of various features under
microscopes and gravimetric analysis
of the carbon content of the samples.
We’re still in the process of interpreting
the results, but one thing that is clear
already is that the black material in the
muck in front of the reserve is largely
Fold schist from Valentine Mountain with
made
up of tiny coal fragments, not
gold-quartz veins.
woody material. “The plot thickens”, as
they say, and it gets darker!

and her inflatable boat. We found that
the sediment near to the log booms is
rich in bark and wood debris which
could certainly have come from the
logs. We also found a deposit of glacial till right in the middle of the delta.
This is interesting because it places
some limits on how thick the delta
sediments can be, probably not more
than 100 m, and likely much less in
some areas.
On our second field trip we ventured
out onto the black ooze right in front
of the reserve. All of us got muddy,
Getting that key sample from the bottom of
the hole. Is that Stu?
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Steve the instructor ‘leading’ the students to their field site in the Estuary

"Thank you" to all of the
students who were enthusiastically involved in this project, including: Richard,
Stew, Maryon, Bree, Matt,
Rebecca, Luc and Norm, as
well as to Cat and Lisa for
helping out.

Collecting samples in the tidal flats of the Estuary
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INVESTIGATING THE ABYSS FRACTURE BY REBECCA STIRLING (A FINAL
FIELD PROJECT FOR GEOL 202 — EARTH STRUCTURES

Mountain bikers and hikers
have been using the private
forest lands surrounding the
Abyss Fracture near Harewood Mines Road for decades. The Abyss has been
aptly named for a long fracture that seems deep and
endless. Some people are
reported to have used ropes
& harnesses and have been
lowered into the curved fracture - coming face to face
with animal skeletons at the
bottom!
We went to the Abyss as
part of the final lab project
for GEOL 202 with the intent
of mapping the large fracture
and smaller secondary fractures noticed during a reconnaissance mission in the
snow. I can’t remember who
won the snowball fight…and
no one came face to face
with any skeletons…

When we headed out to map
the area after the snow
melted, we found another
large fracture and some interesting evidence that future
classes can use as an ongoing project. For some reason
Lou has never been the same
after having a talk with his
imaginary friend in the ‘cave’.
By putting skills developed in
the course towards a project
that can be used for other
people in the community, it
was a great way to end the
second year geology course.
Tim enticed us into putting our
research into a poster format
and participating in a research
poster session on campus.
We were aptly placed next to
a poster displaying STDs and
graphic images. Few of our
group members wanted to
stand with our poster after
that poster was set up…

Buffs below the Abyss Fracture

However, we received some
great questions and feedback. !t wasn’t just the field
mapping (every day was in
the sunshine...good work
Tim!) that was enjoyed, but
also campus pub time following mapping.
As for the few days we had to
put together our findings and
put together our poster, we
tied for second place! We
have the prized coffee mug to

The reconnaissance field trip to find the
fracture along with snowballs.

6/7 of Abyss Team and Poster. Cat, John, Lou,
Doug, Richard & Wayne. Where is Rebecca?
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MORE ON THE ABYSS PROJECT BY CAT IMRAY

When the idea of doing this
Abyss project came up, it was to
replace a lab final for Structures
class, and we were all in. None
of us expected it to be as much
fun as it was, we were just
thrilled at the prospect of one
less exam. The first day, we laid
out a grid and then spent the
next three hours taking structural measurements along the
grid. It was a blast! We worked
very well together and were surprised when we looked at our
watches that so much time had
passed. Louis, Wayne, Richard
and Cat spent the time on the
top measuring the fractures and
joints along the top of the ridge.
Meanwhile, Doug, John and Rebecca took measurements
along the base of the cliffs, and
found some fantastic spots
where the cracks were actually
big enough to climb into.
As a class we were asked to
make and present a poster regarding the work we had done,
with our findings and recommendations regarding further
work in the area. We found that
the Abyss and the associated
fractures were far more extensive than we had first realized.
With every new grid marking,
we found more and more fractures and joints. There seems to
be a north-south trend to the
large fracture with east-west ancillary fractures along the base
of the cliffs.
There was a lot of work put into
the project and I think it came
out very well. We are looking
forward to the results of next
year’s mapping project!

The Main Abyss Fracture

Emerging from another fracture?
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HORNBY ISLAND FOSSIL EXPEDITION BY SANDRA JOHNSTONE

The annual GEOL 112 fossil
hunt at Collishaw Point on
Hornby Island was a huge success again this year. Close to
forty students and friends
combed the beach for rounded
rock formations (called
“concretions”) over the course of
two days, and many came back
to Nanaimo with spectacular
fossil specimens. Graham
Beard, curator of the Vancouver
Island Paleontology Museum
and VIU research associate,
accompanied our groups and
shared with us his expertise, his
excitement for fossil collecting,
his gigantic pick axe, and even
his lunch!

Pachydiscus ammonite, collected by Michelle

Steve works on a heartshaped concretion

Nelson Lovestrom with a concretion

A few of the fossils collected
this year included: ammonites
such as Pachydiscus, Nostoceras, Diplomoceras, and Bacculites; the bivalve Inoceramus
vancouverensis, which is a
common marker (“index”) fossil
for the upper Cretaceous time
period; sharks’ teeth; the crab
Archeopus vancouverensis;
and even a fragment of a monkey puzzle tree!
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Shark’s teeth, collected by Lisa Munro

Alannah McNish finds a concretion!

The bivalve Inoceramus vancouverensis, index fossil of the
Upper Cretaceous

The whole gang after a hard day’s work of fossil collecting
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DISCOVERING DEPARTURE BAY’S GEOLOGICAL HISTORY BY TIM STOKES

During the late fall of 2008 I was
asked by my local community
group – the Departure Bay Home
Owners Association to give an evening presentation at their history
night, which they have a couple of
times a year and host in the Departure bay Kin Hut. Thinking that I
might be able to provide them with
a slight twist – an insight the geological history of Departure Bay I
agreed.

. All sorts of geological observations were made on this trip including: great exposures of glacial tills
and layered sands/silts/clays; conglomerate and basalt bedrock exposures, numerous landslide failures, creek/shoreline erosion, small
deltas where creeks meet the sea,
unusual piles of rocks (e.g.,
gneisses and other high grade
metamorphic rocks) on old wharf
areas.

Of course this was fine until the
week before – what was I going to
tell them? I decided the best way
to do this and to make in interesting
was to take them on a virtual hike
around Departure Bay and try to
construct a simple history of geological events. To begin I decided
to split the geological events into
ancient – primarily the rock-forming
ones, recent – thinking about the
glacial history, and current – the
process that are active today.
One of the questions I wanted to try
and answer was - Why is Departure
Bay where it is and how did it form?

From these observations in Departure Bay and of course some
knowledge of the region it is possible to put together some form of
geological history for the site, and

The virtual hiking tour started at the
top of the Beach Estates Park and
Gully (near the Tim Horton’s at
Brooks Landing), continued along
the shoreline from the ferry dock to
Departure Bay Beach, a quick detour up to Sugar Loaf Hill and then
along the shoreline from just past
the Biological Station to Stephenson Point.

then maybe speculate on why Departure Bay is where it is. Ancient
events would have included eruption of the Karmutsen basalts onto
the sea floor around 210 million
years ago followed by uplift, erosion and eventual deposition of
Nanaimo Group sedimentary rocks
approximately 80 million years ago.
In Departure Bay two sequences of
the Nanaimo Group of rocks occur
– the Millstream Member (a conglomerate/sandstone) and the
Cranberry Member (a mudstone/
siltstone). Both were later folded
and formed into a U-shape syncline.
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DISCOVERING DEPARTURE BAY’S GEOLOGICAL HISTORY BY TIM STOKES

The gneiss rocks of Nanaimo left along the
wharf of Departure Bay — source unknown

Departure Bay from Sugar Loaf Mountain

Pillow basalts in large bouder near Stephenson Point

During recent glacial times 10,000
to 100,000 years ago significant
sculpting of the landscape occurred
along with deposition of extensive
glacial materials. During this time it
is speculated that the softer mudstone/siltstone sequence in the
centre of the U-shape syncline was
preferentially eroded and formed a
depression that eventually became
infilled after sea level rose at the
end of glaciation – thus forming
Departure Bay. Possible ways to
test this hypothesis might be to examine: the morphology of the sea
bed around the Bay, old coal mine
borehole records or other drilling
data, the direction of past glacial
events, and maybe even do some
hand pits or boreholes on the
beach itself!
All in all Departure Bay has a lot to
offer other than a nice place to
hang out on a sunny day. Best to
come when it is low tide and then it
is possible to walk all the shoreline
from one side to another – and do a
real hiking tour for yourself!
Gently dipping conglomerate beds north side of
Departure Bay Beach

